
Notes on Enbridge and Line 9 and Its Impact on the Haldimand Tract 
 
Project: Reversal of the flow of the already existing pipeline between Sarnia and Westover in order to 
carry tar sands oil from Alberta into Ontario and Quebec (and further) - eastward. This will include some 
infrastructure development at Westover, Sarnia and at the intersection of Kirkwall road and pipeline 9. 
 
Changes to the National Energy Board Act in 2005 (attached) allow Enbridge to apply for exemption 
from an environmental assessment. It  is  called  the  “streamlining  order.”  The rationale is that the 
pipeline already exists so the environmental assessment has already taken place. This ignores the fact 
that the oil coming through the pipeline will be different and potentially more corrosive. 
 
Enbridge wants the line to take roughly 152,000 barrels per day – with the plan to expand to 250,000 
barrels per day. 
 

 
 
There is also an expected second phase which would include the reversal of the pipeline between 
Westover and Montreal (not yet applied for). 
 
There is also another already existing pipeline between Westover and Nanticoke (home to Canada’s  
biggest refinery). This line is already set-up to take oil (in fact it currently brings oil in from Montreal) to 
the Imperial Oil (Esso) refinery. This pipeline is able to carry 120,000 barrels a day. Oil products are 



shipped out from Nanticoke through various means (including through shipping on Lake Erie). If Line 9 is 
reversed, pipeline 11 will start to take tar sands oil to Nanticoke. 
 
Location of Pipelines. The pipeline goes right through the Haldimand Tract just north of Brantford (just 
south of Ayr).  Here’s  a  map  of  the  tract.  Pipeline 9 is the black line.  

 
 
The above map can be found at: 
http://maps.google.ca/maps/ms?msid=209596893968564314469.0004b2239d67d02d9b810&msa=0 
It  is  a  working  draft  so  please  don’t  share  in  any  official  capacity. 
 
You can find the official maps that Enbridge provided of the entire line 9 here: https://www.neb-
one.gc.ca/ll-eng/livelink.exe/fetch/2000/90464/90552/92263/706191/706437/770257/792709/B15-
13_-_Attachment_3.18_-_A2Q4L3?nodeid=792746&vernum=0&redirect=3&redirect=4 
 
I  haven’t  found  the  exact  location  of  “Line  11”  (the line between Westover and the Nanticoke refinery) 
yet.  It doesn’t seem that likely that I will either. The  map  below  is  the  most  accurate  that  I’ve  found.  
You can see that it crosses the Haldimand Tract just south of Caledonia. This means that the reversal of 
line 9 will mean that tar sands oil will cross the Haldimand Tract twice. 
 

http://maps.google.ca/maps/ms?msid=209596893968564314469.0004b2239d67d02d9b810&msa=0
https://www.neb-one.gc.ca/ll-eng/livelink.exe/fetch/2000/90464/90552/92263/706191/706437/770257/792709/B15-13_-_Attachment_3.18_-_A2Q4L3?nodeid=792746&vernum=0&redirect=3&redirect=4
https://www.neb-one.gc.ca/ll-eng/livelink.exe/fetch/2000/90464/90552/92263/706191/706437/770257/792709/B15-13_-_Attachment_3.18_-_A2Q4L3?nodeid=792746&vernum=0&redirect=3&redirect=4
https://www.neb-one.gc.ca/ll-eng/livelink.exe/fetch/2000/90464/90552/92263/706191/706437/770257/792709/B15-13_-_Attachment_3.18_-_A2Q4L3?nodeid=792746&vernum=0&redirect=3&redirect=4


 
 
An  interesting  fact  about  “line  10”  which  runs  parallell  with  “line 11”  until somepoint north of Binbrook, 
is that there was a spill outside Binbrook in 2001 where 598 barrels were spilt. I have attached the 
report which describes what went wrong. 
 
Companies Involved: Enbridge is the company that owns the pipeline and is seeking permission to 
reverse the flow. 
 
Interestingly, Stantec is a company that Enbridge has hired to do consulting works on land use. Stantec 
is also working with Samsung to develop the Grand Renewable Energy Park on the Haldimand Tract. 
 
Enbridge’s  take  on  the  affects  to  Native  Communities (some quotations): 
“The  scope  and  location  of  the  work  associated  with  the Project is not anticipated to affect any 
Aboriginal groups, or the exercising of Aboriginal or Treaty rights. Although not required for this Project, 
Enbridge carries out aboriginal consultation programs for its proposed projects where applicable to 
facilitate a shared understanding of mutual interests and potential project effects, and to develop 
appropriate courses of action. Appropriate notification and consultation also support achievement of 
our corporate policies and principles as set out in Enbridge’s  Aboriginal and Native American Peoples 
Policy and  the  company’s  Corporate Social Responsibility Policy, as well as helps to ensure our 
compliance  with  regulatory  requirements” 
 
On their application to National Energy Board Enbridge indicated that the project  does  not  “traverse”  
any  “Aboriginal  Traditional  Territory.”  They  also  indicated  that  no  native  communities  will  be  affected. 
 



Enbridge  is  in  “consultation”  with  Wapole  Island  First  Nation,  Aamjiwnaang  First  Nation,  and  the 
Chippewas of the Thames First Nation. Enbridge reply letters do not seem to recognize  “traditional  use  
of  the  land.” 
 
Haudenosaunee Development Institute: The HDI sent a letter of comment to the National Energy 
Board about the project in September 2011. It can be seen at: https://www.neb-one.gc.ca/ll-
eng/livelink.exe/fetch/2000/90464/90552/92263/706191/706437/770259/716476/D39_-
_Letter_of_Comment_-_A2D2K8.pdf?nodeid=716629&vernum=0 
I have attached it in this document. 
 
Oneida Nation of the Thames also submitted a letter: https://www.neb-one.gc.ca/ll-
eng/livelink.exe/fetch/2000/90464/90552/92263/706191/706437/770259/728002/D68_-
_Letter_of_Comment_-_A2F2W9.pdf?nodeid=728003&vernum=0 
 
Public Hearing date:  There has been some public hearings already in February 2012. The deadline for 
letters for comment has also passed. The next public hearing is at 10:30am May 23, 2012, Hilton 
London, 300 King Street, London. (but  there’s  also  May  9th...) 
 
Other Interesting Info: 
1. Enbridge gave money to the Six Nations Police in 2011. Enbridge has published this itself in its 
“Corporate Social Responsibility” list. 
2. Tar Sands oil is more corrosive than other oils so will have a different impact on pipes built for 
conventional oil. 
 
Websites 
All maps of line9 can be found at: https://www.neb-one.gc.ca/ll-
eng/livelink.exe/fetch/2000/90464/90552/92263/706191/706437/770257/792709/B15-13_-
_Attachment_3.18_-_A2Q4L3?nodeid=792746&vernum=0&redirect=3&redirect=4 
 
 All the documentation that NEB has published concerning “Line 9” can be found here: http://www.neb-
one.gc.ca/clf-nsi/rthnb/pplctnsbfrthnb/nbrdgln9phs1/nbrdgln9phs1-eng.html#s12 
 
Documents attached are: 
1) HDI letter to the National Energy Board 
2) Section 58 of the National Energy Board Act 
3) Enbridge Statement on “Aboriginal Matters” 
4) Report on the 2001 Binbrook Leak 
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File 3600-A000-15 
12 July 2005 
 
 
To: All Oil and Gas Pipeline Companies Under the National Energy Board’s Jurisdiction 
 All Interested Parties 
 
 
Section 58 Streamlining Order 
 
The National Energy Board has revoked Streamlining Order XG/XO-100-2002, dated 18 
December 2002, and replaced it with XG/XO-100-2005 attached. 
 
The Streamlining Order (the Order) permits projects meeting the criteria listed in Schedule A on 
Board-regulated oil and gas pipelines to proceed without an application pursuant to section 58 of 
the National Energy Board Act (the NEB Act). 
 
The revisions to the Streamlining Order include the following changes: 
 

x An update of the list of projects eligible for streamlining, removing those projects defined 
as operations and maintenance; 

x Formatting changes to Schedule A to include a flowchart and explanation of the criteria 
that companies must meet in order for an eligible project to be streamlined. 

 
Projects meeting the criteria set out in Schedule A do not require an environmental assessment 
under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act.  Projects undertaken pursuant to this Order 
are subject to the requirements of the Onshore Pipeline Regulations (OPR) and to Board audits.  
 
The Board is also satisfied that streamlined projects would not present concerns with respect to 
safety, security and the environment.  Such projects would be located on lands where there is an 
agreement in place to allow Companies to undertake streamlined activities and are not likely to 
adversely affect the rights of shippers or the public. 
 
Reporting requirements are set out in the attached Order.  The issuance of Streamlining Order 
XG/XO-100-2005 does not imply that expenditures have been approved for inclusion in the rate 
base.  Companies and persons wishing to include such expenditures in rate base are required to 
justify the expenditures under Part IV of the Act. 
 
Limits on Streamlined Activities under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 
Exclusion List Regulations 

…/2
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The previous draft of this Order which was circulated for comment has been revised to more 
accurately reflect that a project cannot be excluded under the Canadian Environmental 
Assessment Act, Exclusion List Regulations if the addition or installation of the component would 
“result in the extension of the pipeline beyond the existing limits of the right-of-way or of other 
property on which the pipeline is located.” (Exclusion List Regulations, Part III.1, 30.1(2)(a), 
October 1994, SOR/94-639).  
 
If the Exclusion List Regulations do not apply to the eligible project, the project requires an 
environmental assessment under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act and cannot be 
streamlined under the section 58 Streamlining Order.  Therefore, if a company requires 
additional permanent land rights to carry out an activity on the eligible projects list of the section 
58 Streamlining Order, the eligible project cannot be streamlined. 
 
The Board continues to work with the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency to explore 
ways to improve the federal environmental assessment process. 
 
If you have any questions related to the Streamlining Order please contact the Applications 
Business Unit at (403) 299-3904 or (403) 299-2796 or toll-free at  
1-800-899-1265. 
 
Yours Truly, 
 
 
 
 
 
Michel L. Mantha 
Secretary 
 
Attachment 
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Aboriginal Matters  

A2 

This  Project  will  take  place  entirely  within  the  confines  of  Enbridge’s  existing  and  operating  
facilities, which are privately owned by Enbridge.   Aboriginal groups may allege that the land 
on which our facilities are located form part of a traditional territory; however, the current land 
use at the Project sites is incompatible with any traditional use and the lands are not currently 
being used for the purposes of exercising traditional rights, and have not been used in that 
respect for many generations.   

A3 

The scope and location of the work associated with the Project is not anticipated to affect any 
Aboriginal groups, or the exercising of Aboriginal or Treaty rights.  Although not required for 
this Project, Enbridge carries out aboriginal consultation programs for its proposed projects 
where applicable to facilitate a shared understanding of mutual interests and potential project 
effects, and to develop appropriate courses of action. Appropriate notification and consultation 
also  support  achievement  of  our  corporate  policies  and  principles  as  set  out  in  Enbridge’s  
Aboriginal and Native American Peoples Policy and  the  company’s  Corporate Social 
Responsibility Policy, as well as helps to ensure our compliance with regulatory requirements 
and expectations.    
 
 

 

  



PIPELINE INVESTIGATION REPORT

P01H0049

CRUDE OIL PIPELINE RUPTURE

ENBRIDGE PIPELINES INC.

508-MILLIMETRE LINE 10, MILE POST 1885.64

NEAR BINBROOK, ONTARIO

29 SEPTEMBER 2001

Transportation Safety Board 
of Canada 

Bureau de la sécurité des transports
du Canada 



The Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB) investigated this occurrence for the purpose of
advancing transportation safety. It is not the function of the Board to assign fault or determine
civil or criminal liability.

Pipeline Investigation Report

Crude Oil Pipeline Rupture

Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
508-millimetre Line 10, Mile Post 1885.64
Near Binbrook, Ontario
29 September 2001

Report Number P01H0049

Summary

At 0836 mountain standard time on 29 September 2001, a rupture occurred on the Enbridge
Pipelines Inc. 508-millimetre outside diameter Line 10 at Mile Post 1885.64, near Binbrook,
Ontario. Line 10 transports crude oil from Westover, Ontario, to Buffalo, New York, United
States. The rupture occurred in an agricultural field planted with soybeans. Within eight
minutes of the rupture, the control centre operator in Edmonton, Alberta, shut the line down
and began to sectionalize it. Remedial action response teams contained the spill to two general
areas, a natural swale running perpendicular to the pipeline and the pipeline trench.
Approximately 95 cubic metres of crude oil were released, affecting a 0.67-hectare section of
land.

Ce rapport est également disponible en français.
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1 All times are MST (Coordinated Universal Time [UTC] minus seven hours) unless
otherwise stated.

Other Factual Information

At approximately 0700 mountain standard time (MST),1 communications failed between the
programmable logic controller (PLC) and the remote terminal unit (RTU) at the Tonawanda
Pump Station (Tonawanda) in the United States, making it impossible for the Edmonton Control
Centre to communicate with that station. The control centre operator (CCO) in Edmonton,
Alberta, responsible for Line 10 operations did not receive a PLC communications failure alarm
through the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system, since Tonawanda had
not been configured to generate such an alarm. The CCO first became aware that he could not
communicate with Tonawanda at 0810, when the commands he sent to that station were not
acknowledged. An electrician was immediately sent to Tonawanda to investigate the problem.

At 0836, the CCO noticed a pressure drop at the pressure transmitter at mile post (MP) 1896,
17 kilometres (km) downstream of the rupture location. Within eight minutes of the failure, the
CCO had issued “stop” commands to the pump units at the Westover Pump Station (Westover)
and Tonawanda, the stations upstream and downstream, respectively, of MP 1896, and had
begun sectionalizing the line between those stations. At 0854, the CCO noticed that the
sectionalizing valve at MP 1896 was stuck in travel and requested that the on-call maintenance
person check the status of that valve. The on-call maintenance person investigated the pressure
abnormalities at Westover and closed hand-operated valves, beginning at Westover. At 1003, the
Westover area supervisor located the rupture at MP 1885.64 and took measures to secure the
site. The on-call maintenance person was asked to assist with securing the failure site before
continuing on to MP 1896. The valve at MP 1896 was handcranked closed at 1117. MP 1896 and
locations further downstream are generally at lower elevations than the rupture site, which
allowed some draining of the line fill while the valve at MP 1896 remained open. Appendix A
shows a schematic of Line 10.

When the material balance system (MBS) model detects a possible leak situation, audible and
visual alarms are generated and transmitted to the SCADA system to assist the CCO in
identifying such situations. On the date of the occurrence, the MBS model generated the first
alarm six minutes after the rupture had occurred. This alarm was not transmitted through to the
SCADA system, since the program allowing that transmission had been inadvertently
overwritten following recent programming changes to the MBS model.

Following the rupture, Enbridge Pipelines Inc. (Enbridge) voluntarily restricted the operating
pressure on Line 10 to 4043 kilopascals (kPa), 80 per cent of the pressure at which the line failed.
Approximately 35 m of pipe, which included the failed joint of pipe, was replaced. The failed
joint of pipe was sent to the Fleet Technology Ltd. (Fleet) laboratory in Kanata, Ontario, for
analysis.
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Remediation of the area included: recovery of loose oil by vacuum truck (approximately 35 cubic
metres); replacement of contaminated soil with clean soil; and bioremediation of residual
contaminated soil in place in accordance with a plan accepted by the provincial Ministry of the
Environment.

The section of Line 10 in which the rupture occurred had been manufactured by the Steel
Company of Canada Limited according to pipe standard CSA Z245.2-1971, using the submerged
arc weld process. This section of line had been constructed in 1972 and hydrostatically tested to a
minimum pressure of 8335 kPa. The maximum allowable operating pressure (MAOP) of the pipe
at the rupture location was 6667 kPa. The pipe had been coated with spiral-wrapped
polyethylene tape. The rupture occurred approximately 0.43 m downstream of a mainline
sectionalizing valve. The valve and Line 10 upstream of the valve had been constructed in 1971
and were operational during the 1972 construction. The joint of pipe that ruptured was the final
tie-in location between the valve and the newly constructed section of Line 10. Some wooden
skids, possibly used to support the pipe during construction, were found in the ditch at the
failure site.

Fleet determined that the pipe ruptured due to a combination of localized corrosion and
through wall cracking at the base of the deepest metal loss area. The corroded area extended
approximately 1.4 m axially and between the 4:00 and 8:30 o’clock positions circumferentially.
The fracture path occurred between the 5:30 and 6:00 o’clock positions. The remaining wall
thickness along the fracture path was approximately 16 per cent of the nominal wall thickness.
The calculated pressure at the time of failure was 5054 kPa. Fleet determined that the pipe met
the requirements to which it had been manufactured.

No unusual operating conditions, other than the inability to communicate with Tonawanda,
were noted prior to the rupture or on 28 September 2001 during a helicopter patrol of the
pipeline route. Operating pressures did not exceed the licensed MAOP prior to the rupture.
Before the rupture, Enbridge had not received any complaints by residents in the area.

The line has been cathodically protected by an impressed current system since 1972. In the late
fall of 1993, Enbridge took measures to enhance the cathodic protection (CP) system so that CP
levels would be restored at several locations that had been identified in early 1992 as having low
potentials. Since 1994, annual CP surveys have indicated that pipe-to-soil readings are within
industry standards.

The 508 mm section of Line 10 had been inspected for metal loss in 1990 using a magnetic flux
leakage (MFL) in-line inspection (ILI) tool. The 1990 vendor’s ILI report did not reveal any metal
loss defects at the rupture site but did identify three other sites that required excavation.
External corrosion was found at two of those sites; internal corrosion was found at the third.
Based on these ILI results, previous field excavations and leak history of Line 10, Enbridge set
the ILI interval for metal loss at 10 years.

The 508 mm section of Line 10 was again inspected for metal loss in December 2000, this time
using an ultrasonic wall measurement ILI tool and PII (Canada) Ltd. (PII) as the inspection
company. PII had not been part of the 1990 ILI inspection work. In February 2001, Enbridge
received a preliminary report from PII identifying 336 features, the majority of which were
identified as internal defects, and ranking them according to severity based on a rupture
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pressure ratio calculation. The majority of the features were identified as having “echo loss.”
When associated with internal corrosion defects, echo loss indicates that the actual wall
thickness measurements were not accurately measured. When associated with deep external
corrosion, echo loss indicates that actual wall thickness measurements have not been recorded.
In this report, the defect at MP 1885.64 had been ranked number 59 in severity and was
identified as having echo loss.

PII’s ultrasonic wall measurement ILI tool uses ultrasound echo time technique to measure pipe
wall thickness. With this technique, wall thickness is calculated based on the time interval
between the reflection of the ultrasound signal from the inside pipe wall surface (entry echo)
and the outer pipe wall surface (rear wall echo). The entry echo can be accompanied by minor
noise pulses that, if measured, may be mistakenly interpreted as rear wall echos and provide
invalid wall thickness measurements. To avoid this, PII programs the ultrasonic wall
measurement ILI tool before each inspection, so that only pulses within a specified time interval
are measured and recorded. Minor noise pulses from the entry echo should fall outside this
interval and would therefore not be recorded. However, for deep external corrosion, where the
rear wall echo falls outside the measurement interval and is not recorded, an accurate wall
thickness measurement cannot be calculated and the defect is flagged as having been subjected
to echo loss. Wall thickness measurements of internal corrosion may also be affected if sediment
has been deposited in those cavities. Because sediments disperse the ultrasonic beam and shield
the beam from the pipe wall, the depth of internal corrosion cannot be accurately measured and
the defect is also flagged as having been subjected to echo loss. PII has recognized that echo loss
affects wall thickness measurements of deep exterior corrosion and interior corrosion with
sedimentation.

PII’s initial report in February 2001 did not provide above-ground marker information to allow
Enbridge to do field locates. By the middle of March 2001, Enbridge had received the above-
ground information and selected sites for calibration digs based on PII’s severity ranking.
However, Enbridge was unable to access the sites due to poor weather conditions. Based on the
preliminary data, the defect at MP 1885.64 had not been selected as part of the calibration dig
program. In April 2001, PII submitted a final uncalibrated report to Enbridge. The defect at
MP 1885.64 was identified in the April 2001 report as external corrosion with echo loss. It was
ranked number 44 in severity as a pit on its own, but when clustered with adjacent corrosion, it
was ranked number 14 in severity. It was not selected as one of the initial six sites to be
investigated for calibration purposes.

Enbridge conducted calibration digs in June 2001. Only internal corrosion was found at those
dig sites. Based on field measurements from the sites, Enbridge concluded that the ILI provided
conservative estimates regarding corrosion depths.

Following the failure on 29 September 2001, Enbridge had the 1990 ILI logs re-analyzed by a
third party. This re-analysis confirmed the presence of a defect at the failure site and suggested
that the metal loss in 1990 was approximately 40 to 45 per cent through wall.
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Analysis

Since the failed joint of pipe had been the final tie-in location between the valve at MP 1885.64
and the newly constructed section of Line 10, the tape coating had been hand applied and may
not have been applied as tightly or as uniformly as that applied by mechanized line travel
equipment. The hand-applied tape coating may therefore have been more susceptible to
disbondment. The skids under the pipe may have exacerbated this disbondment. The disbonded
tape coating would have provided a channel into which groundwater could seep as well as
shielded the pipe from the cathodic protection current. Groundwater provided a corrosive
environment that contacted the pipe steel and allowed a corrosion cell to be set up. The pipe
wall corroded until the remaining wall could no longer support the stresses due to internal
operating pressures.

Through its ILI program for metal loss on Line 10, Enbridge had made an effort to ensure that
defects such as corrosion were detected, evaluated and repaired. However, the effectiveness of
an in-line inspection program depends on many factors including data analysis, defect selection
and inspection interval. Regarding the corrosion defect at MP 1885.64, the 1990 ILI was not as
effective as it could have been. The defect had not been identified in the 1990 ILI vendor’s final
report to Enbridge and was therefore not investigated at the time, although it was severe
enough to have warranted further evaluation. Because the defect had not been identified in 1990
and the inspection interval had been set for 10 years, the metal loss continued until the failure
occurred.

Data analysis is an iterative process, combining information from various sources, including
excavations, to better evaluate raw data and to further refine the assessment and selection
process. Factors such as echo loss, which affect the data, must be well understood and taken into
consideration when developing the excavation program and when using that information to
further analyze the data. Enbridge may not have been aware that measurements of external
corrosion subjected to echo loss are less conservative than those of internal corrosion with
sedimentation subjected to echo loss. Since only internal corrosion was found at the excavations
conducted in 2001, Enbridge may have concluded that all defects flagged as being subjected to
echo loss, whether internal or external, would be less severe than estimated by the ILI ultrasonic
tool.

There was no evidence to indicate that the PLC communications failure at Tonawanda
contributed to the failure of Line 10. The PLC communications failure, however, did make it
impossible for the CCO to access information from Tonawanda to assist in assessing the reason
for the pressure drop at MP 1896.

Findings as to Causes and Contributing Factors

1. The tape coating disbonded in the vicinity of the failure, possibly exacerbated by the
presence of wooden skids under the pipe.

2. The disbonded coating shielded the pipe from the cathodic protection current and
allowed a corrosive environment to contact the pipe metal.
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3. In 1990, the corrosion defect at MP 1885.64 was probably 40 to 45 per cent through
wall but was not identified in the 1990 in-line inspection (ILI) vendor’s final report
and was therefore not repaired at the time.

4. During the subsequent 11 years, corrosion continued until the wall had thinned to
16 per cent of its original thickness and the pipe wall could no longer support the
stresses associated with the internal operating pressure.

5. Because Enbridge had not fully appreciated the effect of echo loss in interpreting
metal loss due to external corrosion, Enbridge did not select the failure site following
the 2000 metal loss ILI as one requiring immediate attention.

Findings as to Risk

1. A better understanding is needed by the pipeline industry of the effect that echo loss
has on wall thickness measurements for internal corrosion with sedimentation and
deep external corrosion.

Other Findings

1. The programmable logic controller communications failure at Tonawanda did not
contribute to the rupture at MP 1885.64 but did make it impossible for the control
centre operator to know the status of that station during the initial response to the
leak situation.

Safety Action Taken

Immediately following the rupture, Enbridge requested that PII complete an in-depth
evaluation of the data from the December 2000 in-line inspection (ILI). No further defects similar
to that which failed were identified. Enbridge continued with its field investigation program by
selecting six additional sites for further analysis. Since the results of that analysis were
inconsistent with the ultrasonic ILI report, Enbridge commissioned an inspection of Line 10 in
October 2001, using a magnetic flux leakage (MFL) ILI tool to calibrate the ultrasonic ILI data
and to provide more accurate depth measurements where echo loss issues existed. In November
2001, Enbridge received the reports from the MFL ILI and the calibrated ultrasonic ILI. Enbridge
concluded that the ultrasonic data that had been calibrated using information from the MFL ILI
provided the most accurate information for assessing defects on Line 10.

Enbridge removed the pressure restrictions for Line 10 on 29 July 2002, after determining that
there was sufficient evidence to confirm that there were no other defects similar to that which
failed at MP 1885.64.
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Regarding the absence of the programmable logic controller (PLC) communications failure alarm
and the material balance system (MBS) leak alarm at the control centre operator’s supervisory
control and data acquisition (SCADA) workstation, Enbridge indicated that it has

• begun a program to add PLC communications failure alarms at those stations not yet
configured to generate such alarms;

• initiated a study regarding PLC failure alarms; and

• developed a comprehensive program of improvements to the MBS capabilities to
monitor the health of the MBS and to ensure that alarms generated by the MBS model
function as intended.

In addition, Enbridge is

• discussing the issue of anomaly identification related to the 1990 ILI with the vendor;

• continuing the excavation program on Line 10, based on the results of the ultrasonic
and MFL ILIs;

• enhancing the selection process for calibrating the ultrasonic wall measurement
ILI tool by including internal, external and echo loss defects;

• reviewing other technologies for inspecting tape-coated lines where sedimentation
may exist;

• considering an internal corrosion mitigation program for Line 10;

• refining the ILI schedule for Line 10 based on corrosion growth calculations as a result
of the analysis of the data from the ILIs and the excavation program; and

• continuing to improve software management and leak detection performance testing.

PII has reviewed its records of previous ultrasonic wall measurement ILI reports and has not
identified any cases where echo loss has been associated with external corrosion. It has initiated
a client representation demonstration to ensure that future clients fully understand the issue of
echo loss associated with external corrosion. PII also indicated that it is researching
enhancements to the ultrasonic ILI to eliminate echo loss issues.

This report concludes the Transportation Safety Board’s investigation into this occurrence. Consequently,
the Board authorized the release of this report on 06 December 2002.
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Appendix A – Line 10 Pipeline Schematic
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Appendix B – Glossary

CCO control centre operator
CP cathodic protection
CSA Canadian Standards Association
Enbridge Enbridge Pipelines Inc.
Fleet Fleet Technology Ltd.
ILI in-line inspection
km kilometre
kPa kilopascal
m metre
MBS material balance system
MFL magnetic flux leakage
mm millimetre
MAOP maximum allowable operating pressure
MP mile post
MST mountain standard time
PII PII (Canada) Ltd.
PLC programmable logic controller
RTU remote terminal unit
SCADA supervisory control and data acquisition
TSB Transportation Safety Board of Canada
UTC Coordinated Universal Time
“ inch


